
TOTAL 10 mins TOTAL 7 mins
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST

TOTAL 8 mins TOTAL 13 mins
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS 2

WORK WORK 6 mins
REST REST 1 min
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attacker

Look for early pass to beat defender on transition PROGRESSION to be open to field PROGRESSION
As defender, try to stay goal side, close down 2 touches

Ideally use laces technique in this session Uses laces technique - quickly push and strike
Use feint to misdirect defender, look for window Be ready to score on receiving - try to position body 

1 pt for normal goal
COACHING POINTS against A COACHING POINTS 2 pts for laces goal

Ball must be played to the "goal" (target player) Look for scoring windows

EXPLANATION

4x 15x15 yds

Players go face-on 1v1

40x40 yds

4v4
Point is scored if player can pass to Teams are not allowed in

facing player (A -> D) - B then oppnents' no-fly zone
goes off the field and D goes

ACTIVITY 3 1v1 flying changes ACTIVITY 4 4v4 no-fly zone
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

Receiver check away and to

PROGRESSION PROGRESSION
Deliver the ball more quickly

Pass to back foot
Receiver open to the field

COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS C then passes to A who passes to
Use 2-touches the open player (B)

40x40 yds
4x 15x15 yds

Set up players in groups of 4
1 player (A) is the receiver, B and

C with a ball - B passes to A who must
the pass to the open player (D) -

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

0:47-1:00 4v4 - no-fly zone, 2 pts for laces goal, 1 pt for regular goal

ACTIVITY 1 Red rover with pairs ACTIVITY 2 2-ball, 4-player

0:37-0:45 1v1 face-on flying changes, laces passing TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION
0:45-0:47 Water break

1/2 field Moderate 60 mins

SESSION TIME
00:30 Water break

7v7 teams Week of Jun 24 2019 5:30p
0:30-0:37 2-ball 4-player activity - laces passing

0:10-0:20 Warmup - touch activity with laces, introduce moves, require vision
0:20-0:30 Running with the ball - red rover with pairs TEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME Assessment of players, distance passing + touches with laces surface, vision

TIME DESCRIPTION
0:00-0:05 Introductions
0:05-0:10 Arrival game - tag


